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Two topics of the session: How will the ebook industry affect Book Aid’s work? 
How will ebook industry affect Africa?
Three main areas of concern: 
1. Supply/technology infrastructure/paying bills 
2. Skills (lack of them - libraries, electricians etc) 
3. Book Aid

Overview: Rapid switch to digital books  - USA publishers see 60% of fiction via ebooks.
It’s all still changing and it’s changing rapidly 
Book Aid faces a challenge of lower prints due to publishers controlling stock better (print on 
demand) but also because more going via digital route.
Subscription libraries may not be able to make the switch over to digital.

Veno Kauaria:
There is a digital strategy that exists within Namibia ‘Vision 2030’ is where every sector has been 
asked to address various goals. Especially those within the Millennium Goals. 
Library sector has drafted a policy to make this info accessible. 
Huge problems (socio/political) to address before you can even get onto the subject of digital 
publications:

Electricity very limited. And connections not always reliable. 
Staffing issues - can’t digitise unless the staff are qualified to be able to cope with this - they will 
require a whole new range of skills. 
Bandwidth is a problem but they are addressing this.
Feels that books will still be needed for a very long time.

Chris Patterson:
Publishing in S Africa for over 25 years - feels there are conflicting signals from Africa between the 
resource rich countries, war zones and the more average countries. Huge disparity of wealth - this 
gap is widening - poor getting poorer, rich getting richer.
Incoming aid money is slowing down. 
Millennium Goals are unlikely to be achieved.

Education sector shows enrolling numbers are increasing but budgets aren’t despite education still 
being a priority area.
Private schools are increasing across whole of Africa - Chinese Shanghai Model  
Long term text book stats reducing/decreasing other than in Kenya, S. Africa, Botswana.
School text books are seen as the 2nd most important factor in educational success rates. 1st one 
being family background.

In East, West and South Africa there is an increase in parents buying books.

Electricity again is a huge problem - in 2011 there are 16000 schools without electricity. For those 



that do have it, it is very unreliable.
Chris feels that the way for digital to be embraced is through Teacher training and getting them 
involved in the process early on. 
Suggests concentrate on schools in urban areas who have higher connections to computers and 
literate homes. This can then spread further out to the more rural areas.

Liz Kendall-Jones
Spent 6 months in Ghana where electricity only has a 16% penetration. Due to terrain, remote 
areas, expensive (and people’s lack of money to pay for it) 
Mobile broadband seems to be easier than fixed but this is still not everywhere.  
Payment of bills is also another area of difficulty - as it is often a 2/3 day walk to get to the nearest 
place to pay. 
Mobile subscriptions taking off but they are basic devices. 
Some smart phones but these are early days and expensive.
Security is also a huge issue - scared of getting content out there - lack of trust.
And Internet/phones etc is considered a luxury by the government so it is taxed highly.

Is the Book Aid model under threat?
Clive Nettleton - Shortage as publishers move to digital and control their stocks better.
Still a demand for good quality books so if there is no supply (90% of donations are from UK 
publishers) demand will become a huge issue for Book Aid. 
 
It also brings up the issue of Digital creating this knowledge divide - only available to high tech 
developed countries - which will further increase the gap. 
It could hugely impact on their economies and countries. 

Book Aid needs to find new ways to get there books and engage with new people on how to 
provide info via digital platforms if this is a route.
Can’t let African Digital divide become a knowledge gap problem.

Questions:
 
Will the uptake of mobile telephones and wireless technology enable Africa to leapfrog the 
intermediate challenges West is facing via Digital route at the moment?
The biggest challenge is actually viewing content on devices that aren’t compatible yet.
It will be a long time in developing educational content for devices that are working/distributed in 
Africa. This will mean that it will allow teachers to take control.

If the Vision 2030 goals aren’t implemented they just get moved backwards - how 
committed is everyone to actually seeing them through?
Missing out on probably the biggest issue - politics. Things happen around elections and then die 
down. (Computers being handed out etc)

Are there any African publishers addressing the digital era/issue? 
Yes - but the problems as mentioned above are prohibitive. Battery operated computers might be 
OK for a whole but they still require electricity to charge them up and are expensive to buy.  
African publishers (African Books Collective) are trying to sell in Europe and US but package not 
right. 
Digital delivery of illustrated books - Nigeria may leapfrog (PC’s etc) through Smart phone 
technology 3G/4G etc - but struggling to deliver educational texts. There is an abundance of smart 
phones!



Cheapest form of electronic publishing is electronic pdf’s. Good interim solution. 
But UK seems to be concentrating on interactive design - but this needs entrepreneurs and for 
someone to be brave. At the moment screens on phones aren’t big enough for this type of view/
work etc. China has found a way of coding script/characters so that smaller phones can do this.
Maybe needs another generation of electronic pdf’s. 

Bloomsbury is leading a collective that provides pdf books to libraries around the world in return 
for subscriptions to bookshelf.

Bit of a grey area where lending rights for mobile devices - what are the rules for libraries? Various 
model’s being tried out.

Namibia are piloting a scheme which provides mobile phones for classrooms.

One major problem for African publishers is that they don’t feel there is any protection for putting 
content out there - huge amount of mistrust.

What is the potential for non-governmental / community organisations to act as info intermediaries 
who can penetrate at grass roots level. - Distribute ebooks somehow?


